STOLEN VESSEL

1990 42’ Fountain Lightening & 1997 Mann trailer

Vessel Name: “Triple Time”

- Hull: White hull w/peach to purple/blue fade aft
- Graphics: “XS FX” (Apache style paint job)
- Upholstery: White w/blue stripes
- Carpet: Gray
- Canvas: Purple
- Closed bow

1997 3-Stotler Racing (blue/green); 3-600hp 454 Mags w/blowers
- 3-Mercruiser Bravo outdrives/purple lower bullets w/painted “ghost flames”
- Eng Sr #: OS533327, OS5333282, OS533328
- Trailer: 1997 Mann white triple axle trailer w/red reflectors on tongue
- Trailer VIN: C2160J822

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Nth 151st E. Ave., Tulsa, OK 74116
DATE OF INCIDENT: May 24, 2002
POLICE AGENCY: Rogers County Sheriff (918) 341-3535
POLICE RPT #: 200200870

$ 7,500.00

REWARD

$ 7,500.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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